The Ultimate
Putter Fitting
Experience!

Testimonials
Martin Hall, The Golf Channel,
West Palm Beach, FL
With your eye and video you can only see
so much, but TOMI is so much better
than the video. With TOMI, I can capture
numerous readings at one time and
quantify some things that by the naked
eye you just can't do. It's the best piece
of putting technology that I've seen to
date. If you're a serious golf instructor
and you're not using the TOMI, you're
not being the best teacher you can be...
you've got a piece missing.

Mike Shannon Putting
Instructor, Sea Island, GA
With TOMI, you get information you can't
see, and as a result, you can really help a
player become a better putter.
I work with 35 players on the PGA tour and
they are really amazed at how simple it is.
They really do like the program.
It really does isolate the problems for that
player and it gives that player a chance to
improve.

Martin Mills is a Titliest Performance
Institute (TPI) Certified Golf Fitness
Instructor (CGFI), Certified Golf
Professional, a Fit²Aim Putter Fitting
Specialist, a member of the Golf
Clubmaker’s Association of America
(GCA), the former AimPoint Instructor for
BC Southern Interior and a Certified
Personal Trainer with a Specialty in
Nutrition and Weight Loss. Martin has
won numerous tournaments throughout
the Okanagan region, is the two time club
champion at Gallagher’s Canyon Golf and
Country Club as well as the 2010 Senior
Champion for the United States Golf
Teachers’ Federation!

Martin Mills
To book your appointment:
Email: martinmills@shaw.ca

Ph: 250.215.4188
www.mills-ngf.com

www. mills-ngf.com

The Ultimate Putter Fitting Experience
Fit²Aim & TOMI Putting Analysis
TOMI (The Optimal Motion Instructor) is a breakthrough new putting training system designed to
help golfers understand the flaws in their putting strokes, fix those flaws, and sink more putts! Utilizing
high speed cameras and sophisticated computer software, TOMI analyzes 8 critical functions of your
putting stroke:
 Alignment at Address
What is the Fit²Aim Method?
 Alignment at Impact
 Path at Impact
Using a laser we check how accurately you are aiming your current putter. Aim changes with
 Stroke and Path Rotation
every putter you use. So finding a putter that you can aim in a repeatable and efficient manor
 Shaft Angle
is the way to go. The photo sequence below demonstrates part of the process! Then, using
 Impact Spot
the Fit²Aim Laser system, we check each component of your putter:
 Speed at Impact
 Stroke Tempo.
Every Putter
 Length
Lie angle
shaft comes
SST PURED!
 Loft
Offset
 Head style
Alignment aids
 Grip
Counter Weighting
 Check out the changes with the TOMI Pro system

The Ultimate Putting Experience!
There are millions of different combinations that can be tested,
ensuring a unique, custom fit putter designed especially for you!

Considering that 40-45% of your total score is going to be with the putter, doesn’t it make sense to have something custom fit to your unique abilities?
The Pro’s do and so should you! Jon Karlsen’s study from the Norwegian School of Sport Science in 2010 revealed that over 34% of missed putts were
due to poorly fit equipment.
Whether it is tweaking your existing putter or fitting you for a brand new putter our process goes above and beyond.

